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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION .AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A mature sense of time is developed slowly but when once attained, 
it is of considerable va1ue to an individ-ual. An individual with a mature sense 
of time would be capable, among other things, of acquiring a continuity of 
past and future. He would be capable of arranging events in chronological 
order. One of his first questions would be 11When? 11 • This person would 
have mastered concepts of time and be able to use them intelligently. He 
would have .a skeletal force of a few dates but would be able to insert new 
information into these dates. 
Some research has been done in this field of the teaching of time 
concepts and time relationships, however, not enough research has been 
done. The writer believes that this is. an area whe17e not enough research 
will ever be done since we are dea1ing with sooial beings. Time concepts 
and relationships are very vague to some children, non-existent to others, 
and a reality to only a few. A;n. attempt has been :r:p.ade to find out why this 
is so and what approach is best in dealing with the teaching of time concepts 
.and time relationships to children, particularly in the seventh grade. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this. study is: 
1 
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1. To find ti there is a decided difference between a. direct 
teaching appro.ach of time concepts and relationships and 
incidental learning of time concepts .and relationships. 
2. To find if a systematic teaching of time concepts and time 
relationships w:il1 be of value in a seventh grade social 
studies class. 
3. To find ti a sustained, day by day, teaching program, for 
a short period of time, will be of value in a seventh grade 
.social studies class. in the learni:Q.g of time concepts and 
re1ationship·s. 
4. To find if pupils have preferences for the learning of 
general dates or the learning of specific da;tes. 
Limitations of the Test. ~~ This.. study was limited to average .seventh grade 
social studies clas:ses and care was taken to compare these classes to 
previous seventh grade classes. This Will dete:rmine the feasibility of 
using the results on future .seventh grade social studies classes. 
Three classes were considered in thiS study. One class studied 
' 
time concepts and relationships directly while the other two carried out 
their regular social studies program. Direct superviSion was influenced 
over the:se three groups in order to prevent interference from outside 
.source.S. 
Only 73 pupils were considered in this study. It would have been 
more conclusive if more pupils were involved in a project of this kind • 
. A prim~ factor in limiting this study was time. Time did not allow 
a re--test of all the pupils at a later date. There was. a desire to test the 
retention of the time concepts and relationships over a somewhat longer 
period of time. 
Definition of Terms 
1/ 
Maturity- ttThe process of growth and development. 11 
Concept- nAn abstract general notion or idea; any notion combining elements 
2/ 
into the idea of .one object. rr 
3/ 
Jncidentallearning- "A result or casual feature of something. rr A by-product 
of a learning situation. 
y 
Direct learning- 11The aim or point toward _a certain object; regulate. H · To 
guide or lead the teaching toward a certain end. 
Time relationship- '"The connecting of time with something els.e, usually an 
5/ 
incident. tr 
.!/Lawrence E. ·Cole and William F. Bruce, Eduoatio.nal Psychology? 
World Book Company, New York, 1950, p. 18. · 
y The New American Webster Dictionary, The New American Library, 
New Yorkt 1951, p. IZ6. 
3/ Ibid.' p. 180. ,...... ----,. 
4/ Ibid. ' p. 103. 
5/ Ibid. ' p. 28"7. 
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CHAPTER. I! 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Jn:vestigation in this area has not been as high as in other areas 
of the social studies. That there is. a need for more rese-arch in time 
concepts and time relationship-s is cleariy indicated by many authors. 
'lJ:m.portant to the understanding of society is a sense 
pf time. Such an understanding ha:s long been assumed as an: 
objective of history instruction, but the results have not been 
encouraging in the light Of the prevalence of erroneous and 
inadequate time concepts .among adults. nl/ 
y 
Pistor points: outt tt.An adequate understanding of the deveiopment 
of childreni S- time .concepts iS: necessary for tho.s:e who plan: programs of 
social study, ir:respective of the general type of curriculu;m organiz:ation. n 
S/ . 
Preston is in accord with Pistor by saying: ttKn.owledge concerning 
children1 s concepts of time and space has been slow in accumula:ting and 
ca:rmot he regarded as complete. tt 
l/ Wilbur F. Murra, Edgar B. Wesiey, .a:nd Norah E. Zink, trSoctal 
Studies, rr Encyclopedia of Educational Research, W.alter S. Monroe, editor, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 114i. 
y Frederick PiS-tor, HMeasuring the Time Concepts of Childr·en, n 
Journal of Educational Research (December, 1939}, 33:293. 
. . 
3/ Ralph C. Presion, ttimplic:ations: of Children1s Concepts of Time and 
Space, n Social Studies .(May, 1945), 36:218. 
4 
All writers agree that pupils must eventually have frameworks of 
time and place but there are disagreements on levels of attainment. Some 
writers say that maturation is the only important factor in the learning of 
time concepts and time relationships. others feel that maturation plus 
direct instruction are the two important factors. And still other writers 
say that the only important factor is direct instruction. 
nAil investigators agree that concepts of time develop 
approximately in proportion to chronological age. There 
seems to be a relationship between experienced time and the 
understanding of time. Iu other words, the concepts undergo 
the expansion which is typical of all concepts. 11.!/ 
y 
Pistor in agreement with the preceding states1 11The factor of 
maturation rather than that of directed learning seems to be the more 
important. n 
3/ 
Schindler and Spieseke~ reiterate that maturity is the deter.minate 
factor in the learning of time concepts .and relationships. ttThe order of 
teaching time concepts is largely determined by the matu:rity of the learn:.er 
as it relates to his. mastery of certain language and arithmetical skills .and 
1/ Edgar Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies in High School, D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1950, p. 287. 
y Frederick Pistor, ttHow Time Concepts Are Acquired by Children, 11 
Educational Method(November, 1940), p. 112. 
3/ .Alven W. Schindler and Alice W. Spieseke, "Developing :a Sense of Time 
~d Chronology, n Skills in the Social Studies, Helen M. Carpenter, editor, 
Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1953, 
p. 200. 
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by the depth of understanding of the subject the teacher possesses. 11 
1/ 
In addition, Jersild .statest "The children~s ideas of historical 
time in terms of decades, centuries, or epochs are likely to be quite hazy 
until they are well along in school. 11 
It is- agreed that maturity is the prime factor in the learning of time 
concepts and rela-tionships but if direct instructions were used the growth 
of maturity in an individual would be facilitated in this area. This in turn. 
would lead to an earlier grasp of time concepts and relationships. 
Conclusions expre.ssed by some researchers coincide with this view. 
ttA sense of time .seems to develop rather independently 
of direct school instruction as .an individual grows older although 
definite teaching of chronology and general intelligence are both 
factors that may speed up normal growth in this area. n2/ 
21 
Based orr her res:ear·ch, McCarthy reached the same conclusions:: 
"Indefinite time concepts need further developing. 
Some educators believe that the acquiring of time concepts 
comes with maturation, but the writer feels very strongly 
that mental maturity in this field could be speeded up by formal 
training given at the proper grade level. 11 
1/ Arthur T. J"er:sild, Child Psychology, Prentic&-Hall, Inc., New York, 
1954, p. 468~ 
2/ Wilbur F. Murra, Edgar B. Wesley, and Norah E. Zink, loc. cit. , 
p. 1141. 
y Miriam F. McCarthy, The Construction and Evaluation of a Test on Time 
Concepts U:sed in Grades I, II, III., Unpublished Master1s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1950, p. 29. 
Callahan is in accord with McCarthy by saying: 
ttM.aturation iS- .an important factor m the ability to find 
time relati-onships. The writer feels, however, that the ability 
could be greatly improved by formal training in this type of work, 
beginning at the fourth grade level, or perhaps even lower. tt 
This problem. of grade placemen_t of time concepts and relationships 
seems. to be an important one for those who accept the suggestion that 
direct instruction should be available to pupils in this area. 
y 
Friedman states: 
rtT.he facts which have been brought out about weakness 
in comprehension of time concepts and .about maturation of 
understanding .at the age of sixteen do not establish the futility 
:of any teaching based upon the time before age sixteen. Rather, 
the findings indicate an area that offers great possibilities for 
development. . . • • • . lf systematic instruction on time concepts 
is given in all grades, perhaps, maturitY of comprehension oan 
be hastened. 11 
Authors indicate, as the one·above, that emphasis must be put on 
.a cuntinuing growth of time concepts and relationship-~i. e. the teaching 
of time concepts and relationships over the span of the school years. 
1rA deep and full understanding of time and chronology 
is the result of a long continuous, cumulative exposure to its 
various elements, encountered not .only by chance, but by 
carefully planned exp·erienoes. within the social studies program. ,.y 
1/Mary .(1. Callahan, The Construction and Evaluation of a Test in Time 
Relationships for Grade'S 5, 6, 7, and 8, Unpublished Masterrs Thesis,· 
Boston University, 1952, p. 32. 
2/ Kopple G. Friedman, 11The Growth of Time Concepts, tr Social Education 
.(January, 1944), 8:31. 
3/ .Alven W. Schindler and Alice W. Spieseke, op. cit., p. 199. 
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y 
Chase adds that1 "Emphasizing time and place factors must 
continue over a long period of time. n 
states: 
2/ 
As an advocate of direct teaching procedures. in this .area, Chas.e 
'iJ:f improved ability in the haudling of time .and place 
relationships iS- wanted, it must be brought about through direct 
teaching of these relationships. Adequate achievement in this 
ability cannot be expected as a by-product of procedures. set 
toward other aims. tt 
In summary th~, knowledge of time concepts and time relationships 
is of tremendous. value to an individual. 
3/ 
Friedman and Marti point out that: ttThe ability to understand 
time in rela±ion to events is. generally recognized as. fundamental to an 
appreciation of history. n 
4/ 
Wesley .sums it up by sayingz n_A realization of time and the 
concepts that indica:te portions. of it~ seems to be a basic social necessity. n 
y Linw<;>od W. Chase, Teaching Time .and Place Relationships in Elementary 
School History~ Unpublished Doctorr s Dissertation, Columbia University, 
1935, p. 4'7. 
2/ Ibid. ' p. 48. 
2/ Kopple C. Friedman and Viola A. Marti, 11A Time Comprehension Test, tt 
Journal of Educational Research .(Septe:mber, 1945), 39t68. 
4/ Edgar B. Wesley, op. cit., p. 288 . 
......, -
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CHAPTER Ill 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
A review of research showed that a study of this kin~ had never 
been attempted at the seventh grade level. 
In conducting this study, the following were considered! 
1. Establishing three groups .. 
2. Administering the test to Group A. 
3. Teaching of time concepts and time relationships to Group C. 
4. Administering the test to Group B. 
5. .Administering the test to Group C. 
Establishing three groups.--Since this: is research geared to use 
in the classroom, it was felt that the chi-square 11goodness of fit" was 
the proper tool to use in determining the normality of the three groups 
for this school system at this particular time. 
. !/ 
Wert, Neidt and .Ahmann state that the chi-sqrrare 11goodness of fitn 
can be used to determine how well an actual distribution fits some 
theoratical distribution, such as the normal distribution. 
1/James. E. Wert, Charles 0. Neidt and Stanley J. Ahmann, Statistical 
Methods in Educational and Psychological Research, Appleton-Century-
Croft, Inc., New York, 1954, p. 166. 
Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of seventh grade classes: 
of the three previous years. 
Table 1. I. Q. Frequency Distribution of Seventh Grade Classes 
of the Three Previous Yearl3 
I. Q. In.terV'al 
(1) 
139-135 .••.• 
134-130 ...•. 
129-125 .•••• 
124-120 ••.•• 
119-11-5 .• 0 •• 
114-110 •.... 
109-105 ••.•• 
104-100 •.••• 
99-95 ..•.•• 
94-.90 .•.••• 
89~85· .••... 
84-SO ..•••• 
79-75 .••.• 0 
74-70o 0 0 ••• 
69-65 .••••• 
1/ 
Frequency 
(2) 
2 
18 
20 
44 
57 
83 
105 
79 
50 
39 
18 
18 
4 
4 
2 
Per Cent 
(3) 
.4 
3. 3 
3.7 
8.1 
10.5 
15.3 
19.3 
14.7 
9. 2 
7.2 
3. 3 
3. 3 
.7 
.7 
.4 
Yule and Kendall point out that low values of nprobabilitytt, 
or P. , denote a poor fit and moderate values as denoti:rig a reasonably 
good fit. A P. of. 05 or higher is considered a:s nsignifioan.ttt. 
1/Udny G. Yule and M. G. Kendall, Introduction to the Theory of 
Statistics, Hafner Publishing Company, New York, 1950, p. 477. 
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Table 2 shows the computation of the chi--s.quare ttgoodness of fitn 
1/ 
for Group C. Wert, Neidt and Ah:mann. give the foUowing as the for:rnula 
for the chi~squa:re "goodness of fit11 • 
2 
X 
( 2 ) 
equals Sum ( (actual-expected) ) 1 
( expected · ) 
In using this formula, the frequency observed is first n.oted. The 
frequency expected is then noted by using the percentages from Table 1 
for each interval. The difference is found and squared. Finally, the 
s:quared difference is divided by the frequency observed. Wert? Neidt 
y 
.and Ahmann state that the number of degrees of freedom ass:ocia±ed 
with this chi~square value is three less than the number of intervals in 
the distribution. Thus, with 15 intervals minus three, the number of 
degrees of freedom is 12. With 12 degrees of freedom, a chi-square 
of 21. 026 is required for a Significance at th~ five per cent level. From y 
the chi-.aquare table1 · it is found by interp:olation that about 51 per cent 
of the chi-squares :fr<;>m data such as: these could be as: large as 11. 245 
or larger. It is concluded that the obtained frequency distribution fits: 
1/0p. cit., p. 167. 
2/ Ibid. ' p. 168' .. 
y J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics: in Psychology and Educa±ion, 
McGraw-Rill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1950, p. 611. 
11 
the normal curve quite acceptably. We can well tolerate the idea that the 
population from which it came is normally distributed on the measurement 
scale. 
Table 2. Chi-'s:quare .Applied to Difference between_ I. Q. Frequency 
Distribution of Seventh Grade Classes_ of Three Previous Years: and 
Group C 
I. Q. lnterval Fo Fe 
(1) (2) (3) 
139-135 ••• _. rp • 092 
134-130 ••••• 0 • 759 
129-125 ••••• 0 . 851 
124-120 ••.•• 0 1. 863 
119-115 ••••• 6 2.415 
114-'110 ••••• 4 3. 519 
109~105 ••••• 4 4.439 
104-100 ••••• 4 3.381 
99-95 .••••• 2 2.116 
94-90 .••••• 1 1. 656 
89-85 .• 0 ••• 2 • 759 
.84-80 .••••• 0 • 759 
79-75 •.•••• 0 .1.61 
74-70 ••••• : 0 .161 
69-65 •••••• 0 . 092 
Chi-squa:I."'e Total 
Fo-Fe (Fo-Fe) 
(4) (5) 
• 092 . 008 
• 759 . 576 
• 851 .724 
1.863 3.471 
3. 585 12.852 
.481 .231 
• 439 .193 
• 619 .383 
.116 • 013 
• 656 .430 
1.241 1. 540 
. 759 • 576 
.161 . 026 
.161 • 026 
• 092 . 008 
2 2 
(Fo-Fe) 
Fe 
(6) 
• 087 
. 759 
.851 
1. 863 
5.322 
• 065 
• 043 
.110 
. 006 
.260 
• 711 
• 759 
.161 
.161 
• 087 
11 ... 245 
The same formula is used to compute the chi -squares: of the other 
groups. Table 3 shows the computation .for Group A with a re.sultant 
chi-square of 17.460. With 12 degrees of freedom, a chi-square of 21. 026 
is required for a significance at the five per cent level. From the chi-square 
table, it is found by interpolation that about 14 per cent of the chi-squares. 
1/ 
from data such as these could be as large as 17.460 or larger.- It is 
concluded that the obtained frequency distribution fits the normal curve quite 
acceptably. We can well tolerate the idea that the population from which it 
came is normally distributed on the measurement s.cale. 
Table 3. Chi-square Applied to Differen;c.e between I. Q. Frequency 
Distribution of Sev-enth Grade Classes of Three Previous Years and 
GroU:P A 
-Table 4 shows the computation for Group B with a resultant 
chi-:square of 16. 362. With.12 degrees: of freedom, a chi-square .of 
21. 026 is. required for a signtfi.cance a;t the five per cent level. From the 
Table 4. Chi-square Applied to Difference between I. Q. Frequency 
Distribution of Seventh Graie Classes of Tbxee Previous Years and 
Group B 
2 
I. Q. Interval Fo Fe Fo-Fe (Fo-Fe) {Fo-Fe} 
Fe 
(1) (2) .(3) (4) (5) (6) 
139-135 ..••. 0 • 096 . 096 . 009 • 096 
134-130 ••.•. 0 . 792 • '792 . 617 . 792 
129-125 •...• 1 .888 .112 . 013 . 015 
124-120 .••.• 0 1. 944 1.944 3.779 1.943 
119-115 •.••. 0 2. 520 2. 520 6.350 2. 520 
114-110 .•.•• 2 3. 672 1. 672 2.796 • 761 
109-105 .•.•• 11 4. 632 6.368 40.551 8.755 
104-100 ..... 5 3.528 1.472 2.167 • 614 
99_:95 .••••• 2 2.208 .208 • 043 • 019 
94-90 .••••• 1 1. 728 . 728 .530 . 307 
89-85 .•..•. 1 . 792 .208 • 043 . 054 
84-80 .•••.. 1 . '792 .. 208 . 043 . 054 
79-75 .•.••• 0 .168 .168 . 028 .168 
74_;70 •••..• 0 .168 .168' . 028 .168 
69-65 •••••• 0 . 096 • 096 • 009 . 096 
Chi-square Total 16.362 
2 
\. 
14 
chi-square table it is found by interpolation that about 18 per cent of 
the chi-squares from data such as these could be as large as 16.362 or 
larger. It is concluded that the obtained frequency distribution fits the 
normal form quite acceptably. The idea that the population from which it 
came is normally distributed on the measurement scale can be well 
tolerated. 
and relationships was. administered to Group A at one sitting. The test 
was given: as a pre-test to measure the knowledge of the pupils in this area. 
The directions were read to the pupils as they read them silently. There 
was no time limit and everyone finished the test. As the group was_ taking 
the test, the teacher went to various. pupils to pronounce words for them. 
This was done because the teacher felt that this. was not a reading test but 
a test to measure the pupil's knowledge .of time .concepts relationships. 
In no way did the teacher attempt to influence the pupils by this- approach .. 
2/ 
Teaching of time concepts and relationships to Group C.- Wesley___,. 
points out that, HThere are at least three approaches that may throw light 
upon the development of a sense of time: the spatial baSis, the mathematical 
basis, and the associative basis, i.e. the connecting of an event with a date. tr 
1/ Guilford, loc. cit. , p. 611. 
2/ Edgar B. Wesley, op. cit., pp. 281-282. 
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All three approaches were used since it was felt that a person would 
need all three to acquire a mature sense of time and chronologic-al order. 
Lessons were planned so as to. utilize time lines, vocabulary, chronological 
sequence a.nd various readings. 
The teaching of time conceptS- and tim.e relationships WAS limited 
to three weeks to Group e. Group B continued with its regularly scheduled 
work. 
Administering the test to Group B. -- The same procedure was. used 
for administering the test to Group Bas. w:a.s used to administer the test to 
Group A. The test was. not gtven to Group A again. because it was felt that 
the test itself was a learning device, and, hence, it would not measure 
accurately if given to the same group repeatedly. Here, as in testing 
Group A, v.arious words were pronounced for the benefit of some pupils. 
Administeri:rtg the test to Group C.-- Again, the same procedure 
was used here as. was used in testing the two other groups. The test was 
given to both Group Band Group A on the s.am.e day. They each required 
one sitting. It must be stated, however, that there was less help needed 
in the reading of specific in testing Group 0 than was needed in. the testing 
of the other two groups. This was attributed to the fact that Group Chad 
been dealing in vocabulary pertaining to time concepts and relationships, 
and the othe-r two groups had taken no part in this: activity. 
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CHAPTER XV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In comparing Tab1es. 5, 6, and 7, it is found that Group C has. attained 
better results than either of the two other groups in 2.1 of the 28 items. This. 
includes both the test on time concepts and the test on chronology. In two 
other items., numbers 9 and 13, Group Chad no incorrect responses but 
this. was equaled by Group A for number 9, and Group B for number 13. In 
other words, in .23 of .2.8 items. in this. part of the test, results show that 
Group C is equal to, or better than, either of the other two groups in 
attainment of time concepts. and chronology. In examining the five items. 
in which Group A and Group B attained better percentages than Group C, 
it is found that in three of the five, numbers 3, 8~ and 11, Group C had an 
equal number of pupils answering incorrectly as the other two groups. Thus, 
actually, in only two items, numbers. 2. and 18, have Group A and Group B 
bettered those of Group C. 
It must, also, be pointed out that Group C attained substantially 
better results in all five items. in the chronological section, items I, II, 
I II, IV .and V, of the test than did the other two groups. 
1'7 
18 
Table 5. Total Number .and Per Cent of Incorrect Responses: by Group C 
Question Number Total Number ·perCent 
(1) (2) (3) 
1 .. .............. 1 4.3 
z . ................ 12. 6Z.2 
3 • .............. ,2_ 8.7 
4 . ............... 1 4.3 
5 . .. 0 ••••••••••• 0 o. 0 
6 . ....•......... 2 8.7 
7. 0 o a o o o o •· -o o o o o o 1 4.3 
8 •• 0 0 •• Do •••••••• 1 4.3 
9 • ••.. 0. ........... 0 0. 0 
10 .. ............. 0 0. 0 
11 . ................ 1 4.3 
12 .. 0 0 ••••••••••• 2. 8. 7 
1.3 . ••.•...•...•.. 0 o. 0 
14 . .............. 0 o. 0 
l5co o ·• o o • o 0 o o o o o o o 0 o. 0 
~6 . ........... 0 •• 3 13.1 
17 . ............ 0 •• 7 30 .. 4 
18 . ........... 0 •• 14 60.9 
19 . ............ 0 • 6 .26.1 
..2 0 . ..••....•....• 4 1'7.4 
21 . ....•......... 7 30.4 
22 ..•............. 6 26.1 
2.3 • ••••••••••• 0 •• 7 30.4 
I, ...•.......... z 8.7 
II ... · ............ 1 4.3 
IlL .. ~ ........ · .... 3 13.1 
IV ... ............ 0 0. 0 
v ............... 7 30.4 
--r.ot.al • ••••••••.• 90 
Mid-point .••••• 8. 7 
i 
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Table 6. Total Number and Per Cent of Jncon:ect Responses by·G;roup A 
Question Number Total Number Per Cent 
(1) (2) (3) 
~- ................ .2 8. 3 
..2 • •••••••••••••• 14 5a. 3 
3 .. 0 • 0 ............ 2 8~ 3 
4 . . Ill .......... Ill ••• 5 20.8 
5 . .......... Ill ..... 1 .4. 3 
6 . •.•.......•... 8 33.3 
7 ............. ... 3 12.5 
8 • •••••••• · •••••• 1 4.3 
9. 0 ••••••••••••• 0 0. 0 
10 ••.......••.•.. 6 2.5. 0 
11, .•• 0 •• 0 ••••••• 3 1Z.5 
12 . .......... Ill Ill ••• 18 75.0 
13 • ............... 2_ 8. 3 
14 .... ........... 2_ .a. a 
15. 0 ••• · •••••••••• 1 4~3. 
16 ••••.••.•.••••• 6 25.0 
17 . ......... 0- •••• 2.3 95.8 
18. 0 ••••• It ••••••• 11 45.8 
19 . ........ ., ..... 15 62.5 
2..0 • •• Ill ••••••••••• 15 62.5 
21o o o o o o !It 0 0 0 0 111 ~ 0 111 19 79. 2. 
-2·2.. Ill .............. 16 66.7 
.23 • •.••..•..•.. fl" • 16 66.7 
I ............... 7 29.2 
II .................... 4 16.7 
III ................ 8 33.3 
IV ............. . 3. 12.5 
v .... ....... • .... 18 75.0 
Tota1 . ....•.... 229 
Mid-point ••••• 25.0 
These data indicate that Group G has attained a very firm hold of 
time concepts and chronology. This is borne out in the total number of 
incorrect responses. Group C responded incorrectly a total of 90 times, 
out of a possible 644 scores. This means. that Group ,C answered 13. 9 
per cent of the time incorrectly. 
Group A responded 229 times incorrectly out of a possible 672 scores.. 
This. means that Group A answered 34. 0 per cent of the time incorre.ctly. 
Group B responded. 222 times incorrectly out of a possible 728 scores. 
This· means that Group B answered 30. 4 per cent of the time incorrectly. 
The mid-p~ints should alS:o be recorded. Group C had a mid -point 
of 8. 7. Group A had .a: mid-point of 25. 0. Group Bhad a mid-point of 
21.1. 
It is interes.ting to note under Group C that all the pupils. answered 
correctly seven items, in six itemst there was. only one incorrect respons.e, 
and four items, there were two incorrect respons.es. In Group A onl.y in 
one item did all the pupils. answer correctly. In four items, there was. one 
incorrect response, and, in four items, there wm:e two incorrect respons.es .• 
Again, this indicates a firm grasp of time concepts and chronology 
by all the pupils in Group C. 
zo 
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Table 7. Total Number .and Per.· Cent of Incorrect Responses by Group B 
Question Number 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. . .... 
5 . . • ... · .. 
6· • ••••• 
7 ..... . 
8. 
9. 
10 ... 
11. •• 
12 •••• 
(1) 
13 . ........•. 
14 .. ...... . 
15 . .. 0 ••••• 
16 •.. 
17. ~. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
I ..... . 
II. 
III. 
IV ...... . 
v . ..... . 
Total ••••• 
lVI:i.d-point. 
. .·. 
Total Number Per·Cent 
(2) (3) 
2 7.7 
5 19.0 
2 7.7 
.2 7.7 
6 23.1 
11 42.3 
4 15.4 
1 3. 8 
3 11.5 
1 3. 8 
1 3. 8 
18 69 • .2 
0 0. 0 
5 19.0 
1 3. 8 
8 30.8 
24 92.3 
16 61.5 
13 50.0 
12 46.2 
16 61.5 
13 50.0 
16. 61.5 
4 15.4 
6 23.1 
14 53.8 
2_ 7.7 
16 61.5 
222 
21.1 
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Tables. 8, 9, and 10 show the compilation of pupils.1 responses on 
the items of preference in the learning of dates. The number of responses 
for each item is. shown as. well as the percentage for each response. 
Separate tables were s.et up for each of the three groups to find out if, by 
studying time concepts and chronology, there would be a preference in the 
learning of dates. 
Table 8. Responses and Percentages of Opinion Items in Selecting Dates 
of Group C 
Question . Responses. Percentages . 
Number 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
·- (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
1 . .............. 6. 12. 2. 3 2.6.1 52.2 8.7 13.1 
2 ....... 0-000000 5 13 0 5 2.1. 7 56.5 o. 0 21.7 
3. 0 ........... ,o 12 1 8 2 52.2 4. 3 34.8 8. 7 
4. 0- 0 .o- •••••••• 0 15 0 6 2 65.2 0. 0 26.1 8. 7 
5. 0 ••••••••• 0 • 11 3 5 4 47.8 13.1 21.7 17.4 
6 . ....•.. o- ••• 0 !;) 3 0 11 39.1 . 13.1 0.0 47.8 
7 . ............ 7 .3 8 5 30.4 13.1 34.8 21.7 
8 • •.... 0 •••••• 7 7 2 7 30.4 30.4 8.7 30.4 
9 . •.... 0 •••••• 13 6 1 3 56.5 26.1 4. 3 13.1 
10 .. ........... 6 13 2 z 26.1 56.5 8.7 8.7 
11 ... 0 •••••••••• 7 3 4 9 30.4 13.1 17.4 39.1 
12 .. ........... 8 2 7 6. 34.8 8. 7 30.4 26.1 
13 . ............ 6 9 6 2 26.1 39.1 26.1 8. 7 
14 . .......... ~ .. 4 9 4 6 17.4 39.1 17.4 26.1 
15 . ....... 0 •••• 5 3 3 12 21.7 13.1 13.1 52.2 
16. 0 ••••.••••••• 6 6 6 5 26.1 2'6.1 26.1 2J.. 7 
17 ... ........... 5 1 12 5 21.7 4. 3 52.2. 21.7 
18 . ....... 0 •••• 9 5 6 3 39.1 21.7 26.1 13.1 
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Table 9. Respons.es. and Percentages of Opinion Items in Selecting Dates 
of Group A 
Responses Percentages 
Question 
Number 
1 2 3. 4 1 2 3 4 
(1) _(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
1 .............. 9 6 4 5 31.5 25.0 16~ 7 20.8 
2 ... 0 ••••••••••• 1· 21 0 2 4. 3 87.5 0. 0 8.3 
3 • ..........•.. 13. 2 4 5 54.2 8.3 16.7 20.8 
4 . .... 0 •••••••• 19 1 4 0 79.2 4.3 16.7 o. 0 
5 ••••••••• ~ •••. 4 7 2 11 16.7 29.2 8.3 45.8 
6 . ............. 15 0 0 9 62.5 o. 0 0. 0 37.5 
7" • •• 0 •••••••• 0 • 5 5 10 4 2.0. 8 20.8 41::..7 16.1 
8 •..• " •.•.•.•••. 7 5 1 11 29.2 20.8 4.3 45.8 
9 . ..•.......... 10 7 7 0 41.'7 29.2 29.2 0. 0 
10 . .. 0 0 ••••••••• 7 7 0 10 29.2 29.2. 0. 0 41.7 
11 .. 0 • 0 .......... 6 2 1 15 25.0 8.3 4. 3 62.5 
12 . .. 0 •••••••••• 8 0 10 6 33 .. 3 0. 0 41.7 25.0 
13 . .., ....•. o- •••••• 6 1 5 12 25.0 4,3 20.8 50.0 
14 . ... ., ......... 5 6. 7 6. 20.8 25.0 29.2 25.0 
15 . .......... i • i • 4 8 12 0 16.7 33.3 50.0 o. 0 
16 .. ... eli •.•••••••• 1 4 9 10 4. 3 16.7 37.5 41.7 
17 . ...... •·. 0 •••• 1 5 9 9 4. 3 20.8 37.5 37.5 
18 . •. 6 • 0 0 0 • '· •. 0 .• " • 4 .9 5 6 16.7 51.5 20.8 25.0 
There seems to be no definite pattern in ascertaining the 
. . 
preference in the learning of dates. The percentages of one group of 
pupils recorded for each of the most frequent choices of resp:on:ses. in: 
nearly all cases are less than half the total. 
Table 10. Responses _and Percentages of Opinion Items in. Selecting Dates. 
of Group B 
Re.sponses PeTcentages 
Question 
Number 
1 2 3 4 1 2. 3 4 
(1) (2.) (3) (4) (5) {6) .{7) (8) (9) 
1. 0 •••••••••• 4 12 3 7 15.4 46.2 11.5 2.6. 9 
2 .. 0 •••••• 0 •• 4 17 2 3 15.4 65.4 7.7 11.5 
3. o • o a o o o o o o o 17 2 4 3 65.4 7.7 15.4 11.5 
4 . .•......... 15 0 6 5 57.7 o. 0 23.1 19.2 
5 . ...•• 0 ...... 8 3 3 12. 3-0.8 11.5 11.5 46.2 
-6 •• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 •• 13 3 1 9 50. 0 11.5 3.8 34.6 
7 . ..... 0 ••••• 2 2 16 6 7.7 7.7 61.5 23.1 
8 0 0 0 ••••••••• 5 13 0 8 19.2 .60. 0 o. 0 30.8 
9 . ..... 0 •.•• 0 • 14 8 3 1 53.8 30.8 11.5 3.8 
10 . .. 0 ••• 0 •••• 3 9 4 10 11.5 34.6 15.4 38.5 
11 . ........... 11 3 4 8 42·. 3 11.5 15.4 30.8 
12 . ........ 0 • 0 6 0 12 s 23.1 o. 0 46.2 30.8 
13'. 0 ••••••• 0 •• 10 5 3 8 38.5 19.2 11.5 30.8 
14. 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 • 6 5 5 10 23.1 19.2 19.2 38.5 
15 . ... 0 • ~ ••••• 6 3 5 12 23.1 11.5 19.2 46.2 
16-.. 0 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 4 3 6 13 15.4 11.5 23.1 50.0 
17 . ...... 0 •• •• 3 4 14 5 11.5 15.4 53~8 19.2 
:~:.~ ............ 10 7 5 4 38. 5 .26.9 19.2 15.4 
This is: .also true of the three groups. put together, as shown in 
Table 11. This- indicates Wide scattering of preferences among pupils_, 
rather than very definite agreement. Preferences do indicate, however, 
that events which have occurred in a pupu rs lifetime are generally 
referred to in specific date.s. 
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Table 11. Responses and Percentages of Opinion Items in Selecting 
Dates of All Pupils 
Responses Percentages 
Question 
Number 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) {8) (9) 
la o o a o o o a o o o o o 19 .30 9 15 26.0 41.1 12.3 20.5 
2 . ........... 0 10 51 2 10 13.7 69.9 2.7 13.7 
3 . ........... 0 42 5 16 10 57.5 6.8 21.9 13.1 
4 .. 0 •••••••••• 49 1 16 1 67.1 1.4 21.9 9.6 
5 . .... · ...... 0 •• 23 13 10 27 31.5 17.8 13.7 3'7.0 
6 . ............ ?7 6 1 29 50.7 8. 2 1.4 39.7 
7 . ..... 0 •••••• 14 10 34 15 19.2. 13.7 46.6 20.5 
8 • .•• '0- • 0 •• 0 0 •• 19 25 3 26 26.0 34.2 4.1 35.6 
9 . •••...•.• 0 •• 37 2.1 11 4 50.1 28.8 15.1 5.5 
1·~ . ............... 16 29 6 22 21.9 39.7 8.2 30.1 
11. cl 0 ••••.• 0 •• 0 • 24 .8 9 32 32.9 11.0 12.3 4:1.8 
12 .. ........... 22 2 29 20 30.1 2.7 39.7 27.4 
13 . .... · .. 0 ••••• 22 15 14 22 30.1 20.5 19.2 30.1 
14 .. 0 •••••••••• 15 20 16. 22 20.5 27.4 21.9 30.1 
15 . ...... 0 ••••• 15 14 20 24 20.5 19.2 27.4 32.9 
16 ........ ·.~· ... 11 18 21 28 15.1 24.7 28.8 38.3 
17 ..... : ......... 9 10 35 19 12.3 13.7 47.9 26.0 
18 . ..... 0 • 0 •••• 23 21 16 13 31,5 28.8 21.9 17.8 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMA.RY AND C-oNCLUSIONS. 
The stated plU'pos.e of this: study was to find out if a decided 
difference in learning lay between a direct teaching .approach of time 
concepts and relationships. and incidentalleaxning of time concepts: and 
relationships. A secondary stated plU'pose was to find out if pupils have 
preference.s. for th.e learning· of dates, general or specific. 
Seven.t.y-th:ree pup:ils, who were divided into three groups, were 
considered. Two of the groups carried out their regular work, while th.e 
third group .concentrated, for aperiod of three weeks, on the learning of 
time concepts and relationships. These groups were compared with the 
three previous. years. seventh grades and were found satisfactory for this 
study. 
From an analysis of the data, the following conclusions. may be 
' ' . 
drawn: 
1. There is. a decided difference in the learning of time concepts 
and r·elationships. It was found that the group, .Group C, 
which received the direct teaching a_pproach attained better 
results on the test. 
Z6 
2. It was found that jf thel;'e ia a systematic teaching of time 
concepts and relationships., the rate of maturity in this aJ:'ea 
will be accelerated.. 
3. It was found that a sustained, day by day, program for a .short 
period of time, will. be of value in. a seventh grade social 
studies. class-. 
4. It was. found that pupils have such a divergence of preferences 
in the learning of dates. that no conclusions. could be drawn 
from these results.. One exception. is that those dates which 
have occurred in the pupil's ltletime, generally, were 
considered in specific dates. 
Recommendations for further study. - As was stated ea:rl~er, 
there is much research to be done in. this area. It is felt that by taking 
this study and branching out, much additio;nal research could be done. 
The following are some suggestions: 
1. The .s.ame res.ea:rch project should be done with a follow-up 
test at a. later date. 
2. The same study should be made in the sixth and eighth grades 
in order to reveal the continuity of the learning ;of time 
concepts .and relationships. 
3. The same study should be made with more pupils-. 
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4. The same study should be made in the high school grades. 
5. The ideal situation would be a case study of several pupils 
followed throughout their s,chool years. This study would 
follow the maturity factor a:n.d aow it affects the learning .of 
time concepts and relationships. It could, also, study the 
effect of direct teaching in this _area. 
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Appendix A. Test on Time Concepts. and Relationships with Answers 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR ffiGH SCHOOL TIME TEST 
(Last Name) (First) (Initial) (Grade) 
Boy or Girl~~----~-Occupation of Father (or mother) _____ _ 
How old were you on your last birthday? ______ _ 
PART I 
Every item starts with an underlined word. After it are four choices. OUt 
of thes:e, choo-se the one word which most nearly corresponds to the first 
word. In the blank at the left, place the number of your choiee. See the 
example below: 
3 clock: 1. .an animal 2. catches fish 3. tells time 4. grows _ ___::..__  
__ 3__ 1. Present (time): 1. all the time 2. time ahead 3. now 4. here 
_ __:4 __ 2. Current: 1. long ago .2. time to come 3. not very long ago 
4. present time 
2 3. Future: 1. once 2. time ahead 3. time before 4. soon 
_ __:..1__ 4. Recent: 1. lately .2. now 3. long ago 4. pretty soon 
_ __:..1 __ 5 .. A.M.: 1. morning .2. afternoon 3. noon 4. 10 to 6 
2 6. P.M.: 1. morning .2. afternoon 3. midnight 4. 10 to 6 
----=4=--- 7. Daily: 1. daytime 2. today 3. for· a week 4. every day 
_ ___;3__ 8. Decade: 1. five years 2. six months. 3. ten years 
4. 25 years 
2.9 
1 9 •. Annual: 1. yearly 2. always 3. last 4. coming 
2 10. Modern: 1. futu:re 2. u:p-to-daie 3. now 4. things to come 
1 11. Eternal: 1. everlasting .2,. gone by 3. right now 
4. 1000 years 
4 12. Prehistoric: 1. ancient 2. time of Jeses 3. time of large 
animals 4. before written records 
2 13. Ancient: 1. when the Pilgrims. lived 2. time long past 
3. not yery old 4. a few years ago 
2 14. B. C. : 1. before Christmas 2. before Christ 3. before· 
Caesar 4. before Columbus. 
1 15. A. D. : 1. after Christ 2. after December 3. all day 
4. during this century 
1 16. _ Mediaeval: 1. middle ages 2. 5oo· years 3. ancient times 
_---,-:=---
4. :f;h.a present day 
2 1 V. Generation: 1. period between grandparent and gr.andchild 
2. about 33 years 3. 1856-195.6 4. apersonrs 
ancestors 
2 18. Dark.Ages: 1.. before Ghrist 2. around 50.0 A. D. 3. the 
age of discovery 4. the days of the cavemen 
3 19. 1702 A. D. : 1. 16 Century Z. 17 Cen.tury 3. 18 Century 
4. 19 Century 
4 20. 981 A. D.: 1. 7 Century 2. 8 Oentu:ry 3. 9 Century 
4. 10 Century 
~_::;=--_21. 46 A. D. : L Zero Century _ 2. 1 Century 3. 2 Century 
4. 3 Century 
3 22. 2041 A. D. r 1. 19 Century 2. 20 Century 3. 21 Century 
4. 22 Century 
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2 2.3. 1956 :mea.DJ3: 1. 1956 years. since the beginning of ti:me 
2.. 1956 years. since the birth of Christ 
3. 1956 years since the death of Christ 
4. 1956 years since the Roman Calendar was 
devised. 
Part II 
There are four daws given below, but they are not in their correct order 
of time. To show in what order they do belong, they have been numbered: 
1, 2., 3, and 4. 
2. March 4, 1941 
1 March 3, 1941 
4 March 10, 1941 
3 March 8, 1941 
Number the following groups. of items. in the same way: 
I 
3 Abraham Lincoln was. born 
._2_George Washington was born 
_4_My mother was born 
1 Columbus was. born 
II 
_2_ Days. of the Pilgrims: 
3 First World War 
1 Bible Days. 
4 The day I was born 
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start with the one which comes earliest in the year, from January 1! 
III 
_2_Washington1 s Birthday 
_3 _End of the school year 
_l_New Year1s Day 
~Beginning of the school year 
IV 
2 1702 
3 1889 
1 981 
4 1941 
v 
3 942A. D. 
1 942 B. C. 
4 1648. A.D. 
2 32. B. C. 
Part III 
This part is not a test; it is a request for your opinion. For each of the 
following items. there are four choices. that describe it • .ALL 4 OF THEM 
ARE CORRECT, but pick out the one that you think would be easiest to 
remember. It need not be the ;most accurate choice, but the one you would 
remember best if you had to learn it. In the b1ank a:t the left, place the 
number of your choice. 
~ 1. Napoleon. was born: 1. in 1769 2. in the eighteenth century 3. a 
long time ago 4. about 1775. 
2. I was born: 1. in the twentieth century 2. around 1944 3. a few 
years ago 4. about 13 years ago. 
3. The first calendar was devised: 1. arormd 4000 B. C. 2. once 
upon a time 3. ages ago 4. in 4241 B. C. 
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4. The next Presidential election Will bet 1. in 1960 2. during the 
next decade 3. in three years 4. in the near future. 
5. The telephone was invented: i. in the nineteenth century 2.. in 
1816 3. in pioneer days 4. around 1870. 
6. I started first grade: 1. around 1950 2. during this decade 
3. some time ·ago 4. about seven years ago. 
7. Knights in armor1ivedr 1. in olden times. 2. around 12.00 A. D. 
3~ in the thirteenth century 4. about 700 years ago 
8. Harding was elected.President: 1. before I was born 2.. in 1920 
3. several years ago 4. about thirty years ago. 
9. The Greeks.had a great civilization: 1. around 450 B. C. 2. in 
.ancient times 3. about 2400 years. ago 4. years ago 
10. The English defeated the Spanish Fleett 1. in 1588 A. D. 
2.. in the sixteenth century 3. at the beginning of 
modern times 4. around 1600 A. D. 
11. The First -w>rld War started: 1. in the early part of the 
nineteenth century 2. almost 45 years .ago 3. before 
I was born 4. in 1914. 
12. The American Revolution started: 1. in the eighteenth century 
2.. in the days of our forefathers 3. in 1775 4. close 
to 18,00. 
13. Julius Caes.ar .was assassiJ::lated: 1. in 44 B. C. 2. in the first 
century before Christ 3. in ancient times. 4. about 
2000 years ago. 
14. Queen Victoria started to ru1e Englandt 1. in 1837 2.. in the 
nineteenth century 3. around 18.50 4. about 100 
years ago. 
15. The Suez Canal was opened: 1. in the nineteenth century 
2.. in 1869 3. around 1875 4. the last half of the 
nineteenth century. 
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16. Amundsen reached the· South Pole: 1. in the first quaxter of 
the twentieth century 2. about 40 years. ago 3. in 1911 
4. around 1900. 
17. Harvard University was founded1 1. in colonial times 2. around 
300 years ago 3. in the seventeenth century 4. in 1636. 
18. Hannibal was defeated: 1. before Christ was born 2. in 
2.02. B~ C. 3. about 2000 years ago 4. several 
centuries. ago. 
I 
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.-.""\ ''" ...... r"" ,~1·,-,~, f':rr- - . o· ., ".' ~r /~~ JUf.,,,: rilL d• or< 'db cc'l ·;., '•l;L~t 7) -rt:s-t·-N~,~-,;-e~)~·---,~.F~i-rstY--------riniti:IJ ---ror:d0)- ~ 
.Boy or a~ rl -~-- Occupc.ti ~n of Ft:~.~h ::r for m':~th?r)~j~~t'6~W.;;;._ __ 
Ho~~.r old .. ,,:;re you on y(;ur let..§.£ bi rthdt::.~) f _ _____L'~---
PART I 
Every item stc..rts ·.·i th :;n und9rlined "Ord. ~:.fter it ;;.-re four choices. 
Out of theso, choose the one .. ord ··:hich most ne~rly corr~s -.ends to the 
first ··.rord. In the blunk ·at the left, place the number of your choice. 
See the e~a~ple belo~: 
_ __§___e.: 1. an animal 
'---~--- 1. Present (time): 1. 
2. catches fish 3. tells time 
&11 th~ time 2. time ahead ~. no~ 4. h~re 
If~-- r. Current: 1. long ago P. time to come c .. not very long ~-go 
/ 4. pr-9sent time 
~ V 3. Future: 1. once f. time ahead 3. time before 4. soon 
----v. 
-; ~ R:~:~:: 1 ~. ~::::~: :: :;:~rn::n lo:: :::n 4:. n ::t :: :ccn 
__ 4 J:...!!,_: 1. morning 2. ~ftornoon 3. 'llid,igtt 4. 10-to 6 
~ / '1. D;:d:t..y: 1. dc."J·time E. todc:.y 3. for a -·eek 4. ~v;ry uz:;.y J:; 8. ~Q£_ac1e: 1. five y~u·s r. si:x. 1"Jonths 3. ter J·e&.rs 4. ~5 y<;Jrs -~-/e. g.nnual: 1. yebrly 2. :...l·•ays ~. ll::,st 4. co~ing 
=~· ~!odern: 1. future 2. up-to-d;,.te ~. no"" 4. things to come 
I~ Et~rna_l: 1. everlasting ~. gone by 3. rigLt no-" 4 1000 ye· rs 
----· 0 ,;;, 
_ ~ _ 2. .E!~btstor!,c: 1. ancient 2. tim~ of Jesus :s. time of lSt1'~e 
-~03. 
co<. j_4. 
___ L.Js. 
__ Lis. 
'f--(___17. 
a.rimt:.ls 4. before 11\fr:t tt:~n records 
.lill.Qi!ID.t.: 1. ···hen the Pilgrims 1 i vee 2. time lnng p;:: ::;t 
·3. nt:.)t v~r~ old 4. o. i'e'JJ y ;c..rs ago 
1. before Christmas f. b~fore Christ ?-. b::t'JT'S C:ss'.it' 
4. befo~e Colu~tus 
A.D.L: 1. aft~r Christ f. after 0'3CG'""lb~r c. a.ll Otiy 4. ctur:i.r 
this century 
~odiaev&l: l. middle agos f. 500 y9ars b. ~rci~nt Lt~es 
-------- 4. the present aay 
Ger.£.!:.£119.!!.5: 1. ~:;riod bet ····-::en gr I"td~1a.ren c.rd grandchild ixxx~& 
2. about ?-3 ~e:irS ~e 1P56-1~56 4 a ~-:rso:n's 
ance8 t•·rs 
~ ~--18~ 
_s_~. 
L)~ 
-------/ 
__ ::5_~·1. 
--3.£y 
~L 
-- _&..o. 
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1. befori:?- Cr:2i s t 
of 5iSC:)V9I'Y 4. 
f. <:.rut;rd 500 l~vr. ? .. tr"'l ,Q"e 
tL·:; C<:i~ S :· i' th:l CHV8'Tt~.,..t 
17Q,E_!\~£.: 1. l6 C-:u~ttn·~ ~ .• 1'i' ~.'rtnr;;, ;~. lP. C·:-:!lt.'liJ•··~ 
4. 1~' C ':n turJ 
~. A 
1-. e ·- <>:mtury 3. !"' c~rtur~ Ll. lO Co:ln' 
~L_Q.: 1. z·~ro Cer.turJ ~. 1 Cer:tt,ry IJ. f C~r.tur~/ 
4. 3 Century 
20~1 A.!..Q.: l. 10 c,;r.turJ. f. ZO C:r.tnr3· i7.. ~1 C~r.t•1r~· 
4. r·tcen turJ. 
!.9.§!L~lill..§: 1. 1:'58 ye:r~: sine:! tl:.~ b::giJ:!jn~ ··.f time f. l~ 
~e~rs since tt~ htrth of Ctrist ~. l~.B~ )~ rs 
f:incf::l tt:e d,~~th of CLrist 4. 1~'56 l''=··r!l si!lc~ 
the 0 : .. ~:.:.r: C:...1~ncL.r .. s c·~v~sed. 
P<.rt !I 
Tb-s1•e ""~··e four d"'-t.;::: gl·~t.;n bolo··, tut the~ re not in tbeir c.· .. rr··~ct 
o rd ;r of time. To sho ·· in· hat ord·~r th~~ d·'1 't:0lone, t i':'-:y n<"'v~ r·:~r 
nu':'!b':;t·r-;d: 1, :.:, ;::, ~nd 1. 
~1c.r·c h 
':!<;<reb 
,.~<:trch 
"·'::.reb 
4, 1~41 
~, 1941 
10, 1~41 
F, 1~'41 
t • 
.....?_Abraham Lirc·~)ln · ··as b::!'n 
_;;:{_a::;)r·g~ "c;.sblngtcn "'uS b-r·n/ 
___:t_~fl~ r!vth~t· ···:.s b ··rr V 
_ _L_CJlumbus ·· .s b·. rr. 
II 
-~D~ys of tb0 ?-tlr:ri.tr.s 
-~First ···crld '"ar 
_L_Bible D::.ys 
~Th~ day I ···as born 
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Start -ith th~ on~ which com9s earliest ir the y~~r, from J~~r~ry 1: 
ITT 
-2 WAsbinetcm' s BirtLd::.y v 
-~End of tbe s~hcol Y'J£•!' · . 
__L_N e .. , :i :; a r ' s Dc..y 
_%!_Beginning of tt.e school Y':mr 
IV 
v 
J94:2 A.D. 
-;-94~· B.c. 
2 164F. A. r. 
~32. B.C. 
Part III 
/ 
This pt.rt is not &. test; it is a re .... U·~st l"cr your o;>i.nion. For 1kCh 
of the follo~ing i te'Tls there at·e four choices tb&t des crib~ it. ~Iili_i 
QE.-!Iil.~'-':8 QFF§£!, but ·,ick out the one th:::.t you think ·~cmld r.~ er:.si~st 
to r~:ne'Tlber. It need not b~ the most acc1Jr·<:.t3 choice, but the one you 
···:.u1d r ~~emb·Jr b ';st if ycu had to 1 e.:.rn it. In th') blank at the l:;)ft, 
place the nu~ber of JI::>Ur choice. 
__ +'1. ~?a.t;oleon w"s bo'r'n: 1. in 1769- 2. in the ~ig~:teer,th C.:):rtnvy 
3. a long t:r1~ ago 4 • .$.b01.lt 17r/5. 
;;I ~ 2. 
---
I '1; 
--tJ• 
_ __!_4. 
_£_5. 
__ !__6e 
--~-7. 
_:L_a. 
I ··,·as born: 1. in tb~ t '";;r: ti eth c·en tury f. l:I.Y'~)ur.d 19 44 
y '~;;.rs ago 4. ab·:nt 1~.( ~'Gi.irs :.go. 
The fi-rst ca.lcnr•~r ~···~s dev~sed: lo arcu.nd L!COO G.C. 
a time ~. &gas ago 4. ir: 4f41 B.C. 
f. one~ w·on 
The n<3:l<..t Pr3fd.d.~rti.b.l ·~17)cti.~)n ·111 be: 1. tn 1960 f.. r1,·-rirP 
tl:e ncJ-.t d<;c<.de c. in tt.T·ee yo,rs 4. in t~:e re.- r· r,.~t,,-r'~, 
Tr·.e t:;l'Jphon~ ··as inv'::l"lt~c: l. in th9 ni119t·~·mth cer.tur~ 
H~76 c. in ·.'i.On'3er d. y~ ~. : .. round lP70. 
f. ~r 
I stbrtcd first gr~Jc: 1. 
3. so~e ti.m~ ~go 
;-... r011r:d 1?50 ~ • .::,~r·irg ti·is doc~.d~ 
~. ~b~Dt sev~n ~0br~ ago. 
Ynights in ;r~or Jived: l. in olden tl~es r. arcu~d 1~00 A.B· 
3. in th~ thtrte3~tt c~rtur~ · ~. ahcut 700 y~~r~ .go. 
~ .. s cle~t'3d Pr~sident: 
3. seve~&l y1~rs ~~o 
1. beofrc I ~~s ~~r~ 
~. ::.b-.:l~t tbir·t~ ~ "::.~·rs .:~~o • 
The Gr~eks hsd a gre~t ci.vilizati0n: 1. ~ro~nd 450 B.C. P. in 
anciBnt tim9s 3. r .. b.~ .. nt ~400 y~s.rs c.go 4. y·::,~1'S ,:~o. 
] l~·. 
'rhe ~.:.nr:lish r~efe::Jted the Sonnish .o::>leet: 1." in 158.8 ,.._e.D., 
.G,. i r' tre slxteenth centurv 3~ ~1t the be>"i.nni.n~ 
cf :no~·1ern tLnes ll! !JI'0•1nd l5J) ~o!~~· 
'l'he :-''"ir!'lt •:orld ·.~·llr !~t~rte:-1: 1, In the e'trl" ')qrt of the 
nineteenth ,~entnrv :.::.e. nLr,ost 4t: jenrs Af!O 
3~ before r was bnrn 4a ln l914Q 
The !l.mer•i coqn i1evolut ton o:zt~:t·teri 1.. tn the etP"htnenth cent1lry 
' 
-:: ., in the d8vs of Ollt' fol"~f'n t.h~rs 3,, tn l 775 
4~ close to 1800) 
._T11lius CA.e:->ar wa~ nss-=ts~1nllted: lo ln 44 3~.C.., lio tn the ftr·st 
cenbJI'\1' bf: frr::.' ~"lr1 st .~... in ~ncl ent times .a., a bout 
~000 ve~rs Iii ~o,. · 
·"neen Vic tori n s tnrteri to I'•Jle '·:ntrland: L, i.n 12.)7 -:.c i.n the 
nineteenth cent•Jry 3~ :'lro•md 18h0 4._. about 100 
ver.:trs !lP'C.-, 
'l'he ~"J•1e7. Gqnal. '.'J!~S ooene1: 1,. 1.n the nineteenth centll.l."'Y 
<:: u tn 18o9 ~~ !:li'Ollnd 1875 11., t!1e lnst i:.al f of the 
n i neteentb cent•l!'Yo 
d- loc 4.,n•md sen r·eached the South Pole: 1- in the f'i rst "'Jr:trter of 
the twentlctr·· ~ent•Jry 2,·. nbout .1) yeBrs ~rro :so:~ in 
HHl 4 <> ~ro'mn 1900" 
17, l-i<:lr\78.Y'd nni vers i ty ''"8.~ fom1'1ed: 1. .. 1.n coloni.f:l..l times ;,..~" qronnd 
~1JO yer-l!'S PQ'O 3, in the se·Jenteenth century 4,. tn 
l63o .. 
~T G. r! l:1 i t f-1 l '.1' ~ 8 r3 6 f €': ~ t E' d • l 0 b 6 f 0 r G v (j I' i S t "!fa S 
. . 
::o:: :.1.C. 0~ rlbo•1t 2·:)00 ve~rs r-JP:O 
centnrtes ~~o:, 
born 2" 1 n 
4 .-. ~~cverr., 1 
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